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.{dent John-F. Kennedy was the/back yard. I would have done 

-jble of an investigation he must 

“lis active in exile circles said : 

Orleans expressed the 
‘Sunday night that District At- 

Gdfrison to Prove Plot, ~ 
Relations Chief Believes 

Must Have Some Hotifice had questioned him in con- 

      

nection with the investigation. 
Leads, Says Fowler “I'd rather have Garrison 

By BOB USSERY answer that himself,” Fowler 
The director of International|*#id. ae ; Relations for the city of New| Fowler said Garrison is justi- belief|fied in making the investigation 

because “the press has been 
torney Jim Garrison will prove|yelling conspiracy, and some of that the assassination of Presi-|it could have happened in his 

result of a plot. . the same thing just to clear it “If he's gone to all the trou-|Uup. 
“It figures if read the 

Warren Report. Where are said Alberto Fowler, a Cuban|things that could have been look- refugee who was imprisoned inied into a little more~caratully,” Cuba after participating in thelhe said. 
Bay of Pigs invasion. 
Another Cuban refugee, who 

  have some pretty hot leads,” 

  

that he agrees with Garrison 
“entirely” .in the belief that the 
assassination was the result of: 

* [plot. 
Manvel Gil, New Orleans . 

delegate to the Miami-based 
Movimiento Insurreccional de 
Recuperacion _Revolucionaria 
(Insurrectional Movement of 
Revolutionary Recovery), as- 
serted that “the hand of Castro 
was directly behind” the ‘sus-. 
pected plot. “7 

Gil said there is a possibility 
of a conspiracy having been 
hatched in New Orleans, and 

‘Jexpressed .the belief that Lee 
Harvey Oswald had other peo- 
ple working with him at the . - 
time of the assassination. — mf,   Fowler woutd_pot say whether 

. Garrison or anyone trom his of- 
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